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1. INTRODUCTION

How do we restore faith in the duty of utmost good faith (“UGF”)? As Sir Longmore puts it, “[t]he time has come when…[the insureds’] burden should be a lighter one.”1 Parties to an insurance contract bear a statutory duty of UGF.2 In particular, insureds have an independent duty to volunteer information material to the risk to be insured. The pre-contractual duty of disclosure is the chief manifestation of UGF, with the other manifestation being the duty of non-misrepresentation.3

Due to the asymmetry of information between insureds and insurers, UGF sought to prevent insurers from running a risk different from the risk they assumed to run.4 Stemming from the mid-18th century, when communication technology was rudimentary, Lord Mansfield presumed that insureds had superior knowledge because insurers lacked the technology to uncover information unique to insureds.5 In contrast, today, technological advancements equip insurers with information-gathering technologies,6 thereby ensuring that they are no longer stuck with the shorter end of the stick.7 For instance, insurers are progressively deploying big data analytics, artificial intelligence and “InsurTech” to augment the underwriting process.8 Given the reduced
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reliance on insureds’ disclosures, the traditional rationale for active insureds and passive insurers is “no longer convincing nowadays” in the 21st-century market. Insurers today are companies with greater capabilities than the consumer-insureds, who are individuals negotiating for personal cover and unlikely to suffer from unusually high risks.

The shifting insurance landscape results in UGF being unfair to consumer-insureds and business-insureds as well, due to its harsh operation of the one-size-fits-all remedy of total avoidance being ineffective for insureds, its facilitation of passive underwriting, and its low materiality threshold in the “prudent-insurer test.” Moreover, while there is a common law and statutory inducement requirement for avoidance, under which insurers bear the burden of proof, insureds must still explain and contextualise the undisclosed facts to dispute inducement even when they lack recollection given the time-lapse. Thus, commentators have opined that reform is “long overdue.”
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To address this unfairness, the Singapore Academy of Law’s Law Reform Committee recommends reforming the duty of disclosure and non-misrepresentation doctrines. Its key recommendation is to enact a single Insurance Contract Act, which adopts the United Kingdom (“UK”)’s “bifurcated insurance contract law regime” supplemented with features of Australia’s insurance regime. Accordingly, while the SAL Report lists the Australian features, this paper focuses only on key Australian features relevant to the UK regime.

This paper explores the feasibility of the SAL Report’s recommendation of adopting the UK’s position, namely of: (1) removing the duty of disclosure but retaining the duty not to misrepresent for consumer-insureds; (2) replacing the duty of disclosure with the duty of fair presentation for business-insureds; and (3) substituting the avoidance remedy with proportionate remedies. Each section analyses the effectiveness of the UK’s position in mitigating the common law’s harshness while referencing the Australian regime, before evaluating the UK’s position in Singapore’s context. Finally, this paper concludes by proposing a way forward for Singapore that best strikes a balance between the interest of the insureds and that of the insurers.

II. REMOVE DUTY OF DISCLOSURE BUT RETAIN DUTY NOT TO MISREPRESENT FOR CONSUMER-INSUREDS

The UK’s CIDRA abolished the duty of disclosure in “one bold legislative stroke,” adopting an inquiry-based, rather than a disclosure-based, approach to insurance. It imposes on consumers a duty to take reasonable care not to make misrepresentations to insurers, which
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replaces any existing duty of disclosure or representations owed to the insurers. 33 This transforms the nature of the insurers’ role from passive to active. Instead of a pre-contractual obligation to volunteer information, the onus is on insurers to inquire for information from the insureds. There are several justifications for Singapore to adopt a similar change.

A. Fairness

Removing the duty of disclosure is fairer to insureds as this eliminates the “evil” of passive underwriting, 34 where insurers only inquire “at the claims stage” to avoid liability. 35 As insureds are not insurance law experts, they “are unaware that they are under a duty to volunteer information” and “even if they are aware of it, they usually have little idea of what an insurer might think relevant.” 36 Furthermore, materiality extends to facts beyond circumstances increasing the risk or relevant to the risk occurring. The uncertainty surrounding materiality is more pronounced in a reinsurance context. If insureds are uncertain as to what should be disclosed, this uncertainty snowballs through the reinsurance layers until the disclosure to the final reinsurer down the chain is no longer accurate nor reliable.

Yet, since the disclosure enquiry occurs ex post facto, the duty of disclosure “does not recognise the breadth and depth of the gap” between what insureds know and what insurers know. 37 By imposing an inquiry-based duty on insurers and abolishing the insureds’ duty of disclosure, 38 CIDRA absolves insureds of their disproportionately onerous duty. In addition, judging materiality through the reasonable insured’s perspective, instead of the prudent insurer’s perspective, reduces the insureds’ guesswork. Contrasted against insureds, insurers “are always better placed than [insureds] to identify the categories of information that they consider to be relevant to their decision of whether to insure a risk.” 39 Thus, it is fairer to impose an active obligation of inquiry on insurers.

33 Ibid, s 2(4).
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1. Proposal Forms and Renewals

The benefits of transforming insurers into active insurers are more apparent in proposal form and renewal scenarios since the transformation is more consistent with consumer-insureds’ expectations and perceptions of fairness. CIDRA does not fault insureds when insurers fail to ask the right questions to get relevant information.

Currently, in Singapore, insureds risk breaching their duty of disclosure in proposal form and renewal situations when they are misled by the comprehensive nature of questions posed to them and the impression that honestly answering these questions satisfies their duty. Notwithstanding the possibility of a waiver via proposal form questions limiting the duty of disclosure, insureds can still bear the duty to disclose facts beyond the scope of questions in the proposal form. The fact that particular questions relating to the risk are put to the insured “does not per se relieve him of his independent obligation to disclose all material facts.” Despite merely being told to complete the form, there is no presumption that matters not dealt with in the form are immaterial.

Apart from proposal forms, unsuspecting insureds are unaware of their disclosure obligations during policy renewals since they do not perceive renewals as entering into new contracts. Furthermore, with passive underwriting, insurers are discouraged from reminding insureds of this duty. Therefore, removing the duty of disclosure ensures fairer proposal form and renewal processes that are consistent with the insureds’ expectations, in light of how the mutuality of UGF heavily favours insurers in reality.
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B. Relevance

By imposing active obligations on insurers, CIDRA remains consistent with reality.

First, CIDRA’s expectation for insurers to inquire is consistent with the reality of insurers being better positioned to identify categories of relevant facts. While s 25(5) of Singapore’s Insurance Act aims to protect consumer-insureds by requiring insurers to remind insureds to furnish facts known to themselves, academics have questioned the effectiveness of such warnings. On the one hand, these warnings are often phrased too generally and, consequently, fail to warn insureds of their duty of disclosure. As a result, they are of anaemic value in clarifying what facts insureds ought to disclose, and their inadequacy was noted extrajudicially as being insufficient “to ensure that [the insureds] would appreciate [their] scope and significance.” On the other hand, it is impractical to expect insurers to specify information the prudent insurer would be looking for. Instead, it is more feasible for insurers to ask about categories of relevant facts.

Second, CIDRA’s removal of the duty of disclosure aligns with modern consumer insurance practices. CIDRA targets potential pitfalls stemming from the changing face of insurance practice discouraging disclosure. For example, with technological advancements, policies are increasingly sold through computerised sales processes, making “it more likely that consumers fail to disclose things which insurers can try to use to avoid liability,” or via telephone where insureds answer predetermined questions without much opportunity to disclose additional information. After all, “direct marketing [emphasises] making a sale rather than obtaining the relevant information.” Thus, insurers must ask the questions that best encourage insureds to reveal information relevant to the insurers’ decision-making, and Singapore can draw guidance from CIDRA’s emphasis on insurers inquiring on relevant information.
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Third, CIDRA caters to sophisticated consumers who may pose unusual risks, by considering insureds’ unique characteristics, policy type and clarity of proposal form questions when assessing whether they complied with their duty not to misrepresent. CIDRA’s comprehensiveness prevents sophisticated consumers from exploiting the regime by taking out personal policies catering to the risks of average consumers.

C. Public Policy

CIDRA’s removal of the insureds’ duty of disclosure and its recognition of active insurers alleviate the harshness stemming from the cumulative consequence of the common law duty of disclosure and passive underwriting, namely that of the avoidance remedy being one-sided. As Australia is also facing similar consequences, the Australian Parliament has adopted the Australian Report’s recommendation and followed CIDRA in replacing the consumer-insureds’ duty of disclosure with a duty to take reasonable care not to make a misrepresentation for all consumer-insureds. This ensures a consistent level of consumer protection across all consumer insurance policies. The revised duty of disclosure encourages insurers to pose specific questions. Going a step further than CIDRA, the AIA removes the guesswork for insureds in determining which facts are relevant to insurers and discourages insurers from asking open-ended questions permitted under CIDRA, where the facts desired remain ambiguous. Likewise, Singapore can draw inspiration from CIDRA and AIA to craft an insurance regime sensitive to public policy needs.
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III. REPLACE DUTY OF DISCLOSURE WITH DUTY OF FAIR PRESENTATION FOR BUSINESS-INSURED

Singapore can follow the UK’s drive towards active insurers while striking a balance by distinguishing between consumer-insureds and business-insureds. The UK’s IA has recharacterised the duty of disclosure as the duty of “fair presentation” in the context of businesses. It requires business-insureds to make a fair presentation of risks that can put insurers on notice to inquire. Failure to inquire is treated as insurers waiving their right to information. While the IA follows CIDRA’s push towards active insurers, it also recognises how business-insureds are usually in a stronger position than consumer-insureds. Thus, it strikes a balance between insurers and business-insureds by expecting business-insureds to adopt a more active role relative to consumer-insureds in assisting the insurer by disclosing information.

Such a distinction between consumer-insureds and business-insureds is warranted because most business-insureds have greater information-gathering capabilities than consumer-insureds. This was the UK Law Commission’s rationale for ensuring that the law did not “molly-coddle businesses,” which Yeo Hwee Ying and Yaru Chia cited when arguing for imposing a “fair presentation” duty on business-insureds. Otherwise, applying CIDRA to business-insureds treats them equally with consumers who may have scant insurance knowledge, which will be unduly onerous on insurers. Some business-insureds may face unusual or specialist risks, and insurers cannot lead the disclosure process to the same extent as that for consumer-insureds, given the various risks involved in non-consumer contexts. Instead, business-insureds can more easily provide the information as they are experienced in their respective industries.
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Furthermore, to facilitate business efficacy, the IA ensures that business-insureds do not data-dump insurers with unnecessary information. While business-insureds can justify data-dumping as being overly cautious since they do not know if the insurer “ought to know” or “is presumed to know” particular circumstances, insurers can always obtain relevant information through their own means or seek further information from business-insureds.

Taking a leaf out of Australia’s book, Singapore can treat new businesses as consumers, thereby granting these new business-insureds similar treatment as consumer-insureds. Distinguishing these businesses from established businesses is justified given the new businesses’ lack of experience with the disclosure process. In addition, a lighter duty on new businesses is consistent with Singapore’s bid to establish a start-up ecosystem by encouraging start-ups to take up insurance coverage. This provides start-ups with insurance coverage benefits, such as risk management.

IV. REPLACE AVOIDANCE REMEDY WITH PROPORTIONATE REMEDIES

A. Harshness and One-sidedness of Avoidance Remedy

Both courts and academics recognise the harsh reality of the avoidance remedy’s “draconian” and “extreme” nature, and it being “wholly one-sided” in favouring insurers. These drawbacks eventually led to UK’s insurance law reforms. When insurers breach their duty, avoidance is
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detrimental to insureds where the risk insured against has already crystallised. While avoidance can benefit insureds if their policies are “about to end or [have] ended without [them] having suffered any [losses] as yet,” such instances are rare since the policies must not have a surrender value and the insureds must be “aware of the non-disclosure before the occurrence of the contingency against which [they] intended to insure.” Furthermore, “the hypothesis of continuing dealings with each other will normally postulate some claim having been made by the [insureds] under the policy.”

As demonstrated, avoidance predominantly fails to address the prejudice insureds face. It leaves insureds without cover since the non-disclosures usually only surface when insureds have suffered losses and attempt to claim from their policies. They are left unable to benefit from the cover they assumed they were entitled to, even when insurers might only have increased premiums marginally had the facts been disclosed.

Insureds also lack incentive to litigate because avoidance offers minimal relief relative to the losses sustained from the misfortunes, and courts cannot grant damages in lieu of avoidance to insureds due to its inconsistency with UGF’s equity juridical basis and the court’s refusal to create a novel tort. Moreover, the bluntness of avoidance reduces insureds’ bargaining power in future negotiations for insurance policies because previous cancellations amount to material disclosure. Long-term health and life policyholders are particularly affected as their premiums typically increase with age. Besides costlier future covers, avoidance leaves them without existing cover when cover is most needed, given the nature of life policies. This led to CIDRA restricting grounds for termination for insurers of contracts that are “wholly or mainly [ones] of life insurance.” It would be manifestly unfair to deny hapless insureds of any life policy benefit despite having “dutifully paid the premiums over the years in the expectation of cover should
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disaster strike,” especially when they are “unlikely to find alternative life coverage at that stage.”

In addition, when insurers elect to avoid the contracts due to the insureds’ breaches, avoidance is not subject to UGF. As English courts have yet to recognise that the right of avoidance is subject to UGF, local courts are likely to refuse to do so as well. There is also no general contractual principle requiring rescission to be subject to a UGF requirement. Hence, it will be inconsistent for insurance law to recognise otherwise. On the insureds’ end, avoidance also disregards the blameworthiness of fraudulent insureds. Given that innocent and fraudulent non-disclosures trigger the same avoidance remedy, fraudsters are encouraged to suppress information to obtain better terms. With proportionate remedies based on fault, the remedies doctrine is realigned with the classical notion and original conception of UGF as articulated by Lord Mansfield—that “it must be a fraudulent concealment of circumstances that will vitiate a policy.”

B. Fairness

Singapore should consider following CIDRA’s and IA’s replacement of the avoidance remedy with proportionate remedies to mitigate the harshness and unfairness of the all-or-nothing avoidance remedy under common law. Proportionate remedies tied to the insureds’ fault level better ensure a mutually equitable result. They strike a balance between the insureds’ and insurers’ interests. On the one hand, they protect the insurers’ rights to have all necessary information to assess risk and to avoid the contract where there is a deliberate or reckless misrepresentation. On the other hand, insureds benefit from partial recovery when their breach
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does not justify a total rejection of the claim, such as when there is an “unintentional mistake.”

Upon a “qualifying breach” or “qualifying misrepresentation” occurring, UK courts consider what the insurer would have done had the insured disclosed the risks and the insured’s culpability to determine the appropriate remedy. The consideration of the insured’s culpability coheres well with the fact that insurance contracts are contracts of UGF. A partial recovery is also an option when total rejection is unwarranted, ensuring insureds remain covered to the extent that they contracted and duly paid for.

Beyond the UK position, Australia also recognises the value of proportionate remedies, since Australia’s insurance law regime includes these remedies. Indeed, the Australian Report recognised the pitfalls of an “‘avoidance’ regime that is unfairly weighted in favour of insurers” and proposed reducing the instances where insurers could avoid life insurance policies.

C. Public Policy

As proportionate remedies encourage insureds to sue insurers for their breach (in contrast to avoidance), it provides courts with opportunities to examine UGF and develop its jurisprudence. Currently, insurers can rely on the one-sidedness of the avoidance remedy to encourage insureds to settle, thereby preventing favourable judgements from being overturned. However, this also impedes the development of UGF in courts.
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D. Potential Uncertainty

Singapore should note the potential uncertainty arising from CIDRA’s comprehensiveness in anticipating the insurers’ possible reaction if the facts were disclosed.\textsuperscript{106} Where insurers would have required additional warranties or a deductible, narrowed the scope of risk through exclusion clauses, or reinsured the risk, uncertainty stems from the lack of guidance to courts in this “question of guesswork” when determining the reduction in amount owed to the insured.\textsuperscript{107} There are challenges in proving or challenging the notional premium.\textsuperscript{108} Singapore’s Parliament is unlikely to take up James Davey’s suggestion of an equitable alternative,\textsuperscript{109} given the court’s lack of equitable jurisdiction to prevent avoidance,\textsuperscript{110} unlike in Australia.\textsuperscript{111} This demonstrates how equity is restricted in non-disclosure or misrepresentation cases. Instead, a more feasible solution is the implementation of statutory principles to aid courts in determining the appropriate remedy.

V. A PROPOSAL FOR SINGAPORE’S WAY FORWARD

This paper argues that Singapore should adopt a similar position as the UK in light of the benefits gained from the UK’s revised position.\textsuperscript{112} A bifurcation of business and consumer insurance policies addresses consumer-insureds’ concern of passive underwriting and insurers’ concern of business-insureds concealing information for lower premiums. For its consumer regime, Singapore should follow CIDRA’s “active insurer” requirement\textsuperscript{113} and AIA’s encouragement for insurers to pose specific questions.\textsuperscript{114} This prevents insurers from asking open-ended questions to “cover more ground”\textsuperscript{115} and generating uncertainty for insureds who cannot identify what insurers want to
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know. This denies an escape route for insurers to avoid a claim where insureds have honestly answered the sweeping questions. Alternatively, a more conservative approach is to follow Germany in interpreting such questions \textit{contra proferentem} against insurers. After all, Singapore courts have used the \textit{contra proferentem} tool where the policy language is ambiguous to develop post-contractual UGF and sidestep the otherwise inflexible remedy of avoidance. For the business regime, Singapore should follow Australia’s enactment of statutory safeguards for new businesses.

In addition, Singapore should adopt proportionate remedies for both its consumer and business regimes, given the harshness of the avoidance remedy. Australia has already embraced proportionate remedies and intends to extend them across more insurance contexts. To cope with the inherent uncertainty associated with proportionate remedies, Parliament could provide non-exhaustive statutory principles to assist courts in crafting the appropriate proportionate remedy. Without such principles, the urge for justice and the “voice of busy common sense” can often descend into merciless justice or merciful but unjust beneficence.

When implementing these recommendations, Singapore should codify the proposed reforms, given that the “possibility of relying on soft-law mitigation in Singapore appears slim at best.” Self-regulatory codes or states will never “compensate for a technically harsh regime that is in dire need of reform.” Singapore’s soft law remains “very opaque,” with consumers left in the dark on the content and execution of claims-handling guidelines, and insurers left to be “judges of their own case.” The Life Insurance Association of Singapore’s \textit{Statement of Life Insurance Practice} is not legally binding, “has largely been ignored” and is not publicly available, while the General Insurance Association of Singapore’s \textit{Code} lacks promises like
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those mentioned in the *Statement of Life Insurance Practice*.\textsuperscript{128} Besides soft law, alternative dispute resolution options, such as the Financial Industry Dispute Resolution Centre, prohibit legal representation and publication of decisions.\textsuperscript{129} In contrast, statutes provide greater certainty without the piecemeal development of common law, preclude objections relating to judicial legislation,\textsuperscript{130} and are more expedient given the relatively less litigious nature of Singaporeans and its small population, which presents little opportunity for local courts to evaluate and decide on controversial insurance issues.\textsuperscript{131} Furthermore, Sir Longmore has pointed out that “it is cheaper to legislate than to litigate.”\textsuperscript{132}

VI. CONCLUSION

Singapore’s current insurance regime remains outdated and heavily favours insurers due to the one-sidedness of UGF and its associated duties. The consequent avoidance remedy remains unjustly inadequate for insureds.\textsuperscript{133} For Singapore, reforms are long overdue\textsuperscript{134} to ensure that “this indispensable shield for an insurer” does not become an “engine of oppression against the insured.”\textsuperscript{135} This paper proposes a way forward for Singapore: (1) follow the *SAL Report’s* recommendation of adopting the UK’s position supplemented by Australian features; (2) enact non-exhaustive statutory principles to guide courts in dispensing proportionate remedies; and (3) implement these changes via legislation. Singapore’s insurance regime has long skewed in favour of the insurers, and it is high time for Singapore to join the ranks of the UK’s legatees which have “forged ahead” to rid themselves of outdated doctrines.\textsuperscript{136} Only then can Singapore remain aligned with global standards of best practice\textsuperscript{137} and Asia’s leading insurance hub.\textsuperscript{138}
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